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Abstract. We consider the problem of transforming a given graph into a quasi-
threshold graph using a minimum number of edge additions and deletions. Build-
ing on the previously proposed heuristic Quasi-Threshold Mover (QTM), we
present improvements both in terms of running time and quality. We propose
a novel, linear-time algorithm that solves the inclusion-minimal variant of this
problem, i.e., a set of edge edits such that no subset of them also transforms the
given graph into a quasi-threshold graph. In an extensive experimental evaluation,
we apply these algorithms to a large set of graphs from different applications and
find that they lead QTM to find solutions with fewer edits. Although the inclusion-
minimal algorithm needs significantly more edits on its own, it outperforms the
initialization heuristic previously proposed for QTM.

Keywords: Quasi-threshold graph · Trivially perfect graph · Graph editing ·
Graph clustering · Community detection

1 Introduction

We consider the problem of clustering a graph by partitioning its nodes. Especially in
the context of social networks, this problem is often referred to as community detec-
tion. The approach taken here is to view community detection as a graph modification
problem. Specifically, Nastos and Gao [25] proposed to edit a given graph into a quasi-
threshold graph and use its connected components to determine the clustering.

A quasi-threshold graph, also known as trivially perfect graph, is the transitive clo-
sure of a rooted forest [33], which can in turn be considered a skeleton of the graph.
Figure 1 shows an example, and we provide a more detailed motivation for this partic-
ular approach in the next section.

As minimizing the number of edits is N P-hard [25], the Quasi-Threshold Mover
(QTM) heuristic [4 SPP] starts from some rooted forest on the nodes of the input graph
and moves nodes within and between trees to reduce the edit distance between the input
graph and the transitive closure of the forest.

Several improvements to QTM are proposed in this chapter. We reduce the run-
ning time of one round of node moves to linear and show that the edits incident to a
single node can be minimized using an additional path sorting step. This ultimately
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Fig. 1. Example quasi-threshold graph. The skeleton is denoted by thick edges, its transitive clo-
sure is dashed, the root is the gray node. (Color figure online)

leads to a linear-time algorithm for inclusion-minimal sets of edits. To also find smaller
solutions, we propose a randomization of local moves. From an extensive experimental
evaluation on empirical graphs we conclude that our modifications yields substantial
improvements over the original QTM algorithm in terms of the size of the edit set.

2 Preliminaries

We consider simple undirected graphsG= (V,E) consisting of n := |V | nodesV that are
connected by a set of m := |E| edges E ⊂ (V

2

)
, i.e., without self-loops or multi-edges.

By N(u) we denote the set of neighbors of u ∈ V and deg(u) := |N(u)| its degree.
Further, let N[u] := N(u)∪{u} be the closed neighborhood of u. The subgraph induced
by a set of nodes X ⊂ V is denoted G[X ]. With Kn, Pn, and Cn we denote the complete
graph, path, and cycle on n nodes, respectively. These will be important as induced
subgraphs, and we write, say, kKn for k copies of Kn.

Quasi-threshold graphs are graphs that contain neither a P4 nor aC4 as node-induced
subgraphs [34]. This is equivalent to an inductive construction in which the base case is
a single node and there are two construction operators: either a universal node (adjacent
to all previous nodes) is added, or the disjoint union of two quasi-threshold graphs is
formed. The inductive construction of a quasi-threshold graph immediately gives rise
to its skeleton forest referred to in the introduction.

2.1 Motivation

Many tasks in network analysis can be understood as first establishing an ideal, and
then recovering that ideal from an empirical situation or at least determining a degree
to which that ideal is met.

Take the most elementary notion, network density, as an example. The two ideal-
ized situations, polar opposites of one another, are graphs nK1 of isolated nodes and
cliques Kn

1. The number of edges in a graph is a straightforward measure of distance
from the ideal case of isolated nodes on an absolute scale of measurement. Since the
number

(n
2

)
of edges in a clique varies with the number nodes n, density is often defined

as the relative number m/
(n
2

)
of edges.

1 It should not be lost on the reader that both names have social connotations [22].
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A formulation of community detection using the same kind of reasoning can be
developed as follows. Motivations for the vast majority of community detection meth-
ods generally state that the intention is to partition a graph into relatively dense sub-
graphs that are sparsely connected between them [17,28]. The idealized situation, with
an undisputed partition into communities, is a cluster graph defined as disjoint unions
of cliques or, equivalently, P3-free graph. Each connected component is a clique, and
these cliques are isolated from each other.

How far is a given graph from a cluster graph, and where are its communities? On
an absolute scale, distance to the ideal situation is measured by counting the number
of edges that need to be added or deleted to complete cliques and make those cliques
independent. In cluster editing, a cluster graph of minimum edit distance is sought,
and its cliques induce a clustering of the original graph. The normalized number of
edges that do not have to be edited is known as performance [13], and cluster editing
is a special case of correlation clustering [1]. Numerous other clustering approaches
are based on objective functions that normalize the difference between a graph and the
cluster graph ideal by taking additional factors such as the number of clusters, size of
clusters, degree in clusters, etc. into account.

Like cluster graphs, quasi-threshold graphs represent an idealized situation, which
we can think of as intersecting communities. To see this, we take two additional steps.

We start from split graphs, which are defined as those graphs that have a par-
tition V = C � P into a clique G[C] and an independent set G[P], or, equivalently,
(2K2,C4,C5)-free graphs. They represent the ideal case of a core-periphery struc-
ture [3], and are characterized by their degrees: if n > d1 ≥ ·· · ≥ dn ≥ 0 is the degree
sequence of a graph, then it is a split graph if and only if the kth Erdős-Gallai inequality
∑k
i=1 di ≤ k(k− 1)+∑n

j=k+1min{k,d j} is actually an equality for the corrected Dur-
fee number h = max{k : dk ≥ k− 1}. In this case, h nodes of highest degree induce
the clique and the others an independent set. The minimum number of edges that need
to be edited to turn a graph into a split graph, known as its splittance [19], is half
the difference between the two sides of the defining inequality, 1

2 (∑
n
j=h+1 d j −∑h

i=1 di).
These edits can be chosen so that h nodes of highest degree induce the clique and the
remaining nodes the independent set. The computationally easy problem of split editing
becomes intractable, for instance, if adapted for density [5] instead of edge numbers or
for multiple cores [6].

By distinguishing a core from a periphery, split graphs also distinguish nodes that
are central (as members of the core) from others that are not (as members of the periph-
ery). Every node in the periphery is adjacent only to nodes in the core, and every node
in the core is adjacent to all other core nodes. Hence, the neighborhood of any periphery
node u ∈ P is a subset of the closed neighborhood of any core node v ∈C, N(u) ⊆ N[v].
This binary classification can be refined by comparing all pairs of nodes according to
this neighborhood inclusion property, known as the vicinal preorder [16]. Schoch and
Brandes [30] have shown retrospectively that this is actually the common ground of
standard notions of centrality.

Graphs characterized by a total vicinal preorder are called threshold or nested
graphs [23,24] and therefore the ideal structure of an undisputed ranking of nodes by
centrality. Threshold editing is intractable, even if the input is a split graph [14], and for
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a number of reasons centrality has been defined via an abundance of indices rather than
the node ranking in a closest threshold graph.

Threshold graphs are the (2K2,C4,P4)-free graphs and therefore a subclass of quasi-
threshold graphs. They can be constructed by adding one node at a time, either as a uni-
versal or isolated node, so that they have a skeleton that is a caterpillar. Each connected
component of a quasi-threshold graph, in turn, can be seen as a group of nested graphs
that intersect at their cores but may branch out into different peripheries.

We have thus motivated quasi-threshold graphs as idealized structures of (disjoint
groups of) intersecting communities. Quasi-threshold editing yields a partition into
communities and in addition for each of them a centralized nesting structure repre-
sented by their skeleton tree.

2.2 Related Work

Quasi-threshold graphs can be recognized in linear time [8,34,4 SPP]. While the first
algorithm [34] computes a skeleton forest if G is a quasi-threshold graph, the other [8,
4 SPP] additionally computes a forbidden subgraph if G is not.

As mentioned, quasi-threshold editing is N P-hard [25]. Due to its characteri-
zation via a finite set of finite forbidden subgraphs, it is fixed-parameter tractable
in the number of edits k [7]. In combination with the certifying recognition in lin-
ear time, this yields a simple O (6k × (n+m)) time algorithm. For the related prob-
lem of quasi-threshold deletion, where edges may be deleted but not added, improved
branching rules have been proposed, reducing the running time from O (4k × (n+m))
to O (2.42k × (n+m)) [21]. Further, ordered enumeration of solutions is also possi-
ble with FPT delay [10]. A polynomial kernel of O (k7) nodes has been introduced
by Drange and Pilipczuk [15], who also show that the problem cannot be solved in
time 2ok ×nO (1) unless the Exponential Time Hypothesis fails.

The first editing heuristic has been proposed by Nastos and Gao [25]. With Quasi-
Threshold Mover [4 SPP], the first editing heuristic with a running time close to linear
has been proposed. Recently, a study on techniques for computing exact solutions has
been published [18 SPP].

For the superclass of cographs, or P4-free graphs [9], the problem of inclusion-
minimal editing has recently been considered [11]. Instead of asking for a set of edge
edits of minimum cardinality, it asks for a set of edge edits such that no proper subset
yields a cograph. While cograph editing is also N P-hard [20], inclusion-minimal
cograph editing can be solved in linear time [11].

3 Quasi-Threshold Mover (QTM)

The Quasi-Threshold Mover algorithm, short QTM, iteratively improves the skeleton
forest to heuristically minimize the number of induced edits. It starts with a given skele-
ton forest, this may be the trivial skeleton where every node is a root which implies that
all edges are deleted. In each round, it iterates over all nodes u in a random order and
possibly moves u to a new position in the forest if this decreases the number of induced
edits. For this, it considers every node v ∈V \{u} as a parent for u. Further, a subset of
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the children of the new parent v may be adopted, i.e., moved below u. In the induced
quasi-threshold graph, u is then connected to v and all its ancestors as well as to all
adopted children and their descendants. Every neighbor x of u in this set of nodes saves
deleting the edges {u,x} but every non-neighbor y of u implies inserting the edge {u,y}.
Therefore, we select the parent v and the children to adopt such that the number of u-
neighbors minus non-neighbors is maximized. Given a potential parent v, we always
adopt children whose subtrees contain more neighbors than non-neighbors of u. We
call those children close children. Using a DFS, we could determine for every node
how many neighbors and non-neighbors are above/below that node and thus allowing
the selection of the best parent and which children are close. However, this gives a
quadratic running time per round. Instead, QTM starts limited local searches starting
from the neighbors of u. They only visit one or two non-neighbors per neighbor. The
idea is that whenever a subtree contains more neighbors than non-neighbors, it will be
fully visited. Thus, the algorithm is able to determine all close children. Similarly, the
best parent is determined by propagating information upwards in the skeleton. As QTM
uses a priority queue to manage nodes during this bottom-up search, the running time
per round is O (n+m logΔ), where Δ is the maximum degree.

In the following, we present several novel improvements for QTM. In Sect. 3.1,
we show how to reduce the running time per round to linear in the number of nodes
and edges. Further, in Sect. 3.2, we present an additional path sorting step that modi-
fies the skeleton forest before every local move of a node u and yields a move that is
optimal with respect to the edits incident to u. This local optimality directly gives us
an inclusion-minimal algorithm as we show in Sect. 3.3. The last improvement is ran-
domization, in Sect. 3.4, we show how we can select uniformly at random among all
possible sets of edits incident to the moved node u.

3.1 Linear Running Time

To realize its bottom-up search, QTM needs to process nodes ordered by depth in the
forest. While it is straightforward to use a bucket per level in the forest, this has the
problem that this yields a running time linear in the depth of the deepest neighbor of u.
It turns out, though, that we do not need to consider deep neighbors. More precisely,
we show that we can ignore neighbors at a depth of more than 2× deg(u). Consider a
node v ∈ N(u) with depth larger than 2× deg(u). If u is connected to v in the edited
graph, this implies that u is also connected to all at least 2× deg(u) ancestors of u.
Among these, there can be at most the remaining deg(u)− 1 neighbors and thus at
least deg(u)+1 non-neighbors. Thus, this implies deg(u)+1 edge insertions. Making u
a root in the forest, i.e., deleting all edges incident to u, causes just deg(u) edits and is
thus better. Therefore, we can ignore neighbors with depth larger than 2× deg(u). We
can thus use a bucket per depth of the remaining neighbors which eliminates the log-
factor of the running time.

3.2 Sorting Simple Paths

QTMminimizes edits with respect to the choice of a parent and adopted children of that
parent. Here we show that an additional sorting step minimizes the edits incident to u
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in the edited graph independently of the chosen skeleton forest. For this, we consider
simple paths, which we define as a maximal path in the skeleton forest in which each
node has exactly one child except for the lowest node. Every node is thus part of exactly
one simple path, which may only consist of the node itself. A crucial observation is that
reordering nodes in simple paths is the only way the skeleton forest can be modified
without affecting the induced quasi-threshold graph.

Lemma 1. Let G be a graph and T a corresponding skeleton forest. It holds that N[u] =
N[v] if and only if u and v are on the same simple path.

Proof. If N[u] = N[v], then u and v are on the same simple path:
Assume otherwise, i.e., that u and v are not on the same simple path in T . Consider

the path Puv between u and v in T . As it is not simple, it contains a node that is not its
lowest node and has at least a child x that is not on Puv. As x is not on Puv, either {u,x} ∈
E and {v,x} /∈ E or vice-versa, depending on whether u is an ancestor of v or v an
ancestor of u. This is a contradiction to N[u] = N[v], thus u and v must be on the same
simple path.

If u and v are on the same simple path, N[u] = N[v]:
An edge {u,v} exists if and only if u and v are in an ancestor-descendant relationship

in the skeleton T . Consider a node u. All ancestors/descendants of u apart from its
simple path are also ancestors/descendants of all other nodes in its simple path. Further,
the nodes in its simple path form a clique. Therefore, N[u] = N[v]. 	

Lemma 2. Let T , T ′ be two different skeletons that induce the same quasi-threshold
graph G. Then the simple paths of u in T and T ′ consist of the same nodes.

Proof. Assume otherwise, i.e., that the simple paths of u in T and T ′ differ. Then there
is a node x that is on the simple path of u in T but not in T ′ (or vice-versa, but assume
w.l.o.g. that it is in T ). As x and u are on the same simple path in T , N[u] = N[x] by
Lemma 1. Lemma 1 also implies that u and x must be on the same simple path in T ′,
which is a contradiction to the existence of x and thus our assumption. Thus, the simple
paths of u must consist of the same nodes in T and T ′. 	

Lemma 3. Let T , T ′ be two skeletons that induce the same quasi-threshold graph G.
Then the only difference between T and T ′ is the reordering of simple paths.

Proof. Assume otherwise, i.e., that there were two skeletons T , T ′ that imply the same
quasi-threshold graph G but differ more than just reordering of simple paths. A forest is
uniquely determined by specifying the set of ancestors of every node. Thus there must
be a node u such that the ancestors of u in T are different from the ancestors in T ′. As a
consequence, there is a node v that is an ancestor of u in T or T ′, but not in both. Assume
w.l.o.g. that v is an ancestor of u in T . Due to T , {u,v} ∈ E. As {u,v} ∈ E if and only
if v is an ancestor of u or v is a descendant of u, v must be a descendant of u in T ′. As u
is an ancestor of v in T , N[u] ⊇ N[v]. As v is an ancestor of u in T ′, N[v] ⊇ N[u] and
thus N[u] = N[v]. Due to Lemma 1, this implies that u and v are together on a simple
path in both T and T ′.
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By Lemma 2, the simple path of u must consist of the same nodes in T and T ′.
Therefore, we can replace the simple path in T by the simple path in T ′ without alter-
ing the resulting graph, and then search for a new pair u, v as described above. This
reordering of the simple path does not change any other simple path. Therefore, if we
apply this procedure repeatedly, it cannot find the same nodes again. Thus, this proce-
dure terminates after at most n steps. As every step just reorders a simple path, the only
difference between T and T ′ was reordering of simple paths. 	


The main idea of path sorting is, before moving a node u, to move all its neighbors
to the top of their respective simple paths. Since it might unify simple paths and thus
enable reordering, u is first removed from the graph. This reordering makes it possible to
choose the lowest neighbor of a simple path as parent without needing to insert edges
to other non-neighbors in it. Note that the order in simple paths does not play a role
when adopting a node c as a child because all nodes in its path become neighbors of u
anyway. We show that this minimizes the number of edits incident to u by considering
an optimal set of edits and its skeleton forest and showing that our forest with reordered
simple paths does not yield more edits.

Lemma 4. Consider a graph G= (V,E), a node u ∈V and a skeleton forest T . Apply-
ing QTM to u on T− which is T with u removed and simple paths reordered such that
neighbors of u are at the top of their simple paths minimizes the number of edits incident
to u.

Proof. Let Q be the quasi-threshold graph with minimum edits incident to u and TQ
a skeleton forest of Q. Let T−

Q be TQ without u, children of u attached to u’s parent.
This keeps all ancestor-descendant-relationships between all nodes except u and thus
all remaining edges. The reverse of this operation is exactly what QTM does: choosing
a parent and potentially adopting some of its children. Thus, QTM can find an optimal
set of edits incident to u in T−

Q . Since, by Lemma 3, T− and T−
Q differ only in the order

of nodes on simple paths, we show that the orderings of T− and T−
Q are equally good.

Consider the parent p and children C of u in TQ. If p is the lower end of its simple
path in T−

Q , we obtain the same ancestor from the lowest node of p’s simple path in T−.
Similarly, for an adopted child c ∈ C, adoption of the highest node of c’s simple path
in T− yields the same descendants. If p is not the lower end of its simple path in T−

Q ,
we distinguish two cases: u adopted p’s only child or u is a leaf node in TQ. In the first
case, neither the position in p’s simple path nor its node order matters as any position
and node order gives the same neighbors and thus edits. If u is a leaf node in TQ and p is
not the lower end of its simple path, the node order matters as u is only connected to p
and p’s ancestors but not the nodes below p on p’s simple path Pp in T−

Q . By Lemma
3, Pp also exists in T−

Q . Every non-neighbor of u among p and its ancestors in Pp causes
an edge insertion while every neighbor of u below p causes an edge deletion. By moving
all neighbors of u to the top of Pp and choosing the lowest neighbor of u on Pp as parent,
we do not get any edits incident to nodes of Pp and thus minimize the edits among all
possible orderings of Pp. This shows that QTM finds a parent and children to adopt
on T− that minimize the number of edits incident to u. 	


What remains to show is that maintaining and sorting all simple paths does not
increase the asymptotic running time of QTM. Simple paths are maintained explicitly
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in a dynamic array, every node stores its simple path and position in it. This allows us
to swap neighbors of the node to move u in constant time to the position of the first
non-neighbor in its simple path, we also store this position. Moving nodes can cause
simple paths to be split or joined. We store simple paths ordered from lowest to highest
node. Whenever simple paths are split or merged, u is adjacent in the edited graph to the
upper part of the path either before or after the move. In a split, we remove the upper
part of the path from its end. In a merge, we add the nodes of the upper path to the lower
path. Both operations are thus linear in the number of neighbors of u before or after the
move. The running time analysis of QTM already accounts for running time linear in
the number of neighbors of u in the edited graph both before and after the move. Thus,
path sorting does not increase the asymptotic running time of QTM.

3.3 Inclusion-Minimal Editing

With the local moving routine of QTM, we can incrementally insert the nodes of a
graph G into an initially empty graph. Due to Lemma 4, this minimizes the number of
edits in each step. Overall, this yields an inclusion-minimal editing of G, as it has also
been shown, e.g., for interval graphs [26]. The basic idea is that if there was a set of
superfluous edits, these edits could have been omitted already at the steps where they
were introduced, violating the local minimality guaranteed by Lemma 4.

This inclusion-minimal editing algorithm can also be considered a one-pass stream-
ing algorithm. To add a node, we need the skeleton of the already seen nodes, which can
be stored in O (log(n)) bits per node. We only consider the edges of every node once,
the only constraint is that when we encounter a node u in the stream, we also need to
get all incident edges that are incident to the already seen nodes.

3.4 Randomized Choices

To accelerate convergence, the original QTM algorithm moves a node u only if this
reduces the number of edits and there is no rule for breaking ties between moves. The
algorithm also never adopts children whose subtrees contain an equal number of neigh-
bors and non-neighbors, as this only swaps edge deletions for insertions. We call such
children indifferent children. We now propose to break ties by choosing uniformly at
random from the best options for u, even if this does not lead to an improvement. The
rationale is that on a plateau of equally good solutions only some may lead to better
solutions in the next move. The same technique can also be applied to the inclusion-
minimal editing, where a more diverse set of solutions can be obtained.

This poses two challenges: we need to find all options, and we may count each of
them only once. In particular, different choices of a parent p and children C to adopt
might actually yield the same quasi-threshold graph and thus only one of them should
be considered. For instance, choosing a parent x without adopting any children is the
same as choosing x’s parent p as parent and adopting x. But we also cannot disregard p,
because adopting a second child of p would yield a different quasi-threshold graph.

Since, according to Lemma 2, the set of simple paths is unique, we can resolve
the ambiguity by ensuring that a node u that is moved is inserted at the bottom of its
new simple path. The lowest node of a simple path does not have exactly one child,
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for otherwise the path would not end there. Accordingly, we ignore positions where u
adopts exactly one child.

Thus, if a potential parent p has exactly one close child and no indifferent children,
we disregard it. If p has one close child, we must choose at least one indifferent child
and thus get 2ci −1 possibilities to choose among the ci indifferent children. If p has at
least two close children, we can choose an arbitrary subset of the indifferent children
and get 2ci possibilities. If p has no close children and at most one indifferent child,
we have only the single option of not adopting the child. If p has no close children
and ci ≥ 2 indifferent children, we have 2ci − ci possible choices among the indifferent
children that do not lead to exactly one child.

In our algorithm, we propagate the number of choices upwards in our bottom-up
search together with the minimum number of required edits and the best parent. When
processing a node that is a suitable parent that achieves the same number of edits, we
choose it with a probability that is proportional to its number of choices for adopting
children divided by the total number of choices aggregated so far. As the number of
choices is exponential in the number of indifferent children, we store the logarithm of
the number of choices to avoid overflows or dealing with huge integers. While this intro-
duces rounding errors when adding numbers that are of different orders of magnitude,
in these cases the chances of choosing one parent instead of the other are vanishingly
small anyway.

QTM already guarantees that we discover nodes whose subtree contains as many
neighbors as non-neighbors, so it is easy to select them. There are some cases though,
where QTM needs to be modified to propagate information about equally good parents.
In particular, this is the case if the current candidate so far shows no benefit over isolat-
ing the node to move. In that case, QTM does not propagate any information as there is
always an ancestor of the current node that is at least as good. We adapt QTM to also
propagate information about equally good parents even if the number of saved edits
is 0. We however do not insert the parent p into the priority queue unless there is an
actual improvement over isolating the node to move. The reason for this is that if p is
a non-neighbor, it causes an additional edit that leads to −1 saved edits. This cannot be
compensated further up in the tree, as otherwise the path above p to the root contained
more u-neighbors than non-neighbors and choosing the parent of p as parent of u and
not adopting any children was better.

4 Experimental Evaluation

We added our extensions to the original QTM implementation in C++ as part of Net-
worKit [31 SPP]2. All experiments were performed on an Intel Core i7-2600K CPU
with 32GB RAM. Each algorithms was executed ten times with ten different seeds and
randomly permuted node ids. By instance, we denote a combination of seed and (per-
muted) graph.

2 Our implementation is available at https://github.com/michitux/networkit/tree/upstream/qtm-
linear.

https://github.com/michitux/networkit/tree/upstream/qtm-linear
https://github.com/michitux/networkit/tree/upstream/qtm-linear
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the different variants of QTM on the COQ protein similarity dataset with
either no initialization or the initialization heuristic. Lines ending with a “x” are algorithms that
need edits for instances that are quasi-threshold graphs and are thus infinitely worse than the best
algorithm.

Our algorithms are evaluated on two datasets. The first consists of 3964 connected
components of the COG protein similarity data [2,27]. Each connected component con-
sists of a symmetric matrix of similarities, and we construct an unweighted graph from
its non-negative entries. Even though the dataset does not include fully connected com-
ponents (i.e., cliques), 1666 components remain that are quasi-threshold graphs and do
not require any edits. We restrict parts of our analysis to the 716 graphs that require at
least 20 edits. As a second dataset we use 100 social networks of Facebook friendships
at US universities and colleges [32].

Unless noted otherwise, QTM is run for a maximum of 400 iterations. We stop
early if an iteration does not result in a node movement. With randomization enabled,
however, we do continue for up to 50 iterations without improvements if nodes had
more than one option.

We use so-called performance profiles [12] to compare the number of edits achieved
by different algorithms. A performance profile indicates the fraction of instances on
which an algorithm performed within a specified percentage of the best algorithm with
the best seed on that graph. For readability, we sometimes divide the plots by vertical
lines indicating intervals of the x-axis with different linear scales.

4.1 Sorting Paths and Randomization

We first examine the impact of sorting paths and randomization on the number of edits.
In a 2×2×2-design, we combine no initialization (a spanning forest of isolated nodes)
and the previous initialization heuristic [4 SPP] with iterations that make or do not make
use of path sorting and randomization.

Figure 2 shows the results for the full COG protein similarity dataset. Despite the
many instances that are, or are almost, quasi-threshold graphs, clear differences arise,
with the old variants performing the worst. As is to be expected, quasi-threshold graphs
are not always recognized without initialization. The variants with just sorting follow
with some margin. Here, the difference between the two initialization algorithms is
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the different variants of QTM on the Facebook 100 dataset with either no
initialization or the initialization heuristic.

almost gone and no quasi-threshold graph requires any edits. This is not the case right
after the first iteration, though, so we can rule out that one iteration of this algorithm is
an alternative inclusion-minimal algorithm.

The versions with just randomization performs even better than with just sorting
paths. However, here, some graphs are not recognized as quasi-threshold graphs and a
clear gap between the two initializations remains. With path sorting and randomization,
the performance is even better, regardless of the initialization 95% of the instances are
as good as the best algorithm and seed, and almost all instances are within 10% of the
best solution.

For the Facebook 100 dataset, the results that are shown in Fig. 3 are slightly dif-
ferent. First, the instances are much more challenging with even the smallest requiring
more than ten thousand edits. There are slight differences between the different solu-
tions which mean that usually there is just one seed and algorithm that achieves the best
result on a graph, explaining why no algorithm has the best solution for more than 10%
of the instances. Also, we are no longer talking about 10% differences in the number
of edits, but at most 2.5%. Still, there are clear differences between the algorithm vari-
ants. The original two variants need at least 0.5% more edits than the best solutions
on almost all instances while the variants with path sorting and randomization need at
most 0.5% more edits than the best solutions on almost all instances. The variants with
path sorting give a good improvement, but unlike in the COG protein similarity dataset,
the differences between the initializations remain. With randomization, the difference
between the two initializations is even larger than the difference between using just
randomization and using both path sorting and randomization.

Overall, we can conclude that using path sorting and randomization significantly
improve the quality of the solutions. However, on the Facebook 100 dataset, initializa-
tion still seems to make a difference, indicating that even with these improvements we
are not able to escape all local minima. Next, we consider the inclusion-minimal editing
as initialization.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the different initializations of QTM on the COQ protein similarity dataset
(top) and the Facebook 100 dataset (bottom).

4.2 Initialization and Convergence

Apart from the two original initialization methods, we consider three variants of the
inclusion-minimal editing that differ based on the order in which nodes are inserted.
We consider a random order and descending or ascending by degree. For the inclusion-
minimal initialization, we also consider randomization of the chosen position in the
skeleton.

First, we consider just the initialization itself in Fig. 4 for both datasets. Both plots
use as “best algorithm” the algorithm runs with the up to 400 iterations. For the COQ
protein similarity dataset, we can see that even just the initialization algorithms also
match some of the best solutions, which is to be expected as some of them require no
edits. No initialization corresponds to just deleting all edges, and we can see that for
some graphs this is very far from an optimal solution. The inclusion-minimal variants
clearly need less edits than the initialization heuristic, with the randomized order being
best and a not so clear distinction between ascending and descending order. Interest-
ingly, the variants without additional randomization seem to perform slightly better.

On the Facebook 100 dataset, a large fraction of the edges is edited, such that even
just deleting all edges is less than 50% worse than what the best algorithm achieves.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the different initialization variants of QTM on the COQ protein similarity
dataset (top) and the Facebook 100 dataset (bottom) with both path sorting and randomization
after up to 400 iterations and after 20 iterations.

The initialization heuristic actually needs more edits than just deleting all edges, an
observation already made by Brandes et al. [4 SPP]. The inclusion-minimal initializa-
tion algorithms perform much better than that, even though they do not match any best
results. Again, the randomized order is best, following by ascending and then descend-
ing degree order. We can also clearly see again that not randomizing the choices is
slightly better. This indicates that there might be potential for further optimizing choices
in the inclusion-minimal editing algorithm.

Next, we consider how the choice of the initialization algorithm influences the result
after 20 iterations or up to 400 iterations with both path sorting and randomization
enabled. Figure 5 compares the results for both datasets. For the COQ protein similar-
ity dataset, the results are very close. The initialization heuristic wins both after 20 and
400 iterations, the inclusion-minimal editing with randomized order comes second. The
remaining variants follow, with the descending degree ordering being last. The differ-
ences are small, though, and in some cases the initialization seems to be more important
than the number of iterations.
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Fig. 6. Number of iterations used by QTM. The COQ protein similarity dataset only includes
graphs that require at least 20 edits. Whiskers extend to the 5th and 95th percentile.

For the Facebook 100 dataset, the difference between 20 and 400 iterations is clearly
visible. While the initialization heuristic clearly wins, the number of iterations seems
more important than the initialization. This can be explained by the much larger and
more difficult graphs that also require more iterations as shown in Fig. 6. Here, we
exclude the ascending and descending degree ordered initialization to improve read-
ability.

Without randomization, most instances of the COQ protein similarity dataset con-
verge within 10 iterations. On the Facebook 100 dataset, those algorithms require up to
40 iterations for most instances to converge. Enabling path sorting decreases the num-
ber of required iterations. As the initialization is not counted as an iteration, it is natural
that variants without initialization take an iteration longer in the median on the COQ
protein similarity dataset. The difference between the initialization heuristic and the
inclusion-minimal editing as initialization is small. With randomization enabled, most
instances of the Facebook 100 dataset use all 400 iterations that we allowed. With path
sorting enabled, some more instances converge earlier, i.e., either no move was possible
– which is unlikely here – or no improvement has been found for 50 iterations. For the
COQ protein similarity dataset, most instances finish in a bit more than 100 iterations.
Again, this is less with path sorting.

We conclude that the initialization heuristic introduced by Brandes et al. [4 SPP]
is still unmatched in results even though it is initially worse than the new inclusion-
minimal variants. For the inclusion-minimal editing, a random node order seems to
perform best. Path sorting leads not only to better results of QTM, but also faster con-
vergence. Randomization leads to a much larger number of iterations that yield some
improvements. Here, limiting the number of iterations is required to achieve reasonable
running times but still even with 20 iterations, randomization improves results.
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Fig. 7.Running time per edge and iteration vs. number of edges of QTMwith initialization heuris-
tic, path sorting and randomization on graphs of the two datasets requiring at least 20 edits.

4.3 Running Time

Figure 7 shows the running time per edge and iteration in microseconds for QTM with
initialization heuristic, randomization and path sorting. Although this includes the time
for initialization, we normalized by the number of subsequent iterations. Since initial-
ization time is dominated by the iterations, which in turn are linear in the number of
edges, this normalized running time should be roughly constant. For the COQ pro-
tein similarity dataset, it actually decreases with increasing graph size. Given that this
happens in the range where these graphs have only hundreds of edges, initialization
overheads might play a role. For the Facebook 100 dataset, running times actually
increase slightly with graph size. Between the smallest and the largest graph, we see an
increase from around 0.4µs to 0.6µs. We examined CPU statistics and found increased
cache misses to be a likely explanation. The percentage of cache misses increases while
the number of instructions per edge and iteration is almost constant across the Face-
book 100 dataset.

5 Conclusion

We have extended the fast quasi-threshold editing heuristic QTM with new path sort-
ing and randomization components. We have shown that path sorting both provides
new local optimality guarantees in theory and better results in practice. Our experimen-
tal results indicate that randomization indeed helps escaping local optima, but conver-
gence needs much longer, in particular for large graphs. Still, even with few iterations,
results are improved in practice. We also modified QTM into a linear-time algorithm
for inclusion-minimal edit sets, which serve well as initialization for QTM. While it
reduces the number of edits compared to the previous initialization heuristic, the final
result after convergence are slightly worse.

Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate further ways to escape local minima,
e.g., by moving several nodes at once by some form of contraction. A recent master’s
thesis [29] extends QTM to the weighted quasi-threshold editing problem where every
node pair has a cost and the goal is to find a set of edits with minimum total cost. It
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shows that with non-uniform edit costs, QTM seems to get stuck in local minima and
investigates moving whole subtrees as a remedy. While moving subtrees helps, it also
significantly increases the running time.
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